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Belger Arts Center 

"Hip Art Advocate in KC"

This art gallery-cum-community center is located in the eclectic

Crossroads District of KC and is one of the premier galleries of abstract

work in the city. Some of the rotating exhibits include sculptures, found

art, performance art and other media too varied to compile here. The

Belger Cartage Service building itself is a living monument, it is over 100

years old and in fact, this company still does business out of the offices on

the 3rd floor. Check website for exhibition details and admission is free.

 +1 816 474 2750  www.belgerartscenter.org/  2100 Walnut St, Kansas City MO

 by keith ellwood   

Haw Contemporary 

"Promoting Modern Art"

Haw Contemporary broadens the horizon of the fine art scene of the city.

Owner Bill Haw aims at bringing an artistic viewpoint about the exiting

cultural setup through selected artifacts. Opened in 2013, this gallery

displays fine art sketches, 3-dimensional figures, paintings and

photography by local, national and international artists.

 +1 816 842 5877  hawcontemporary.com/  mail@hawcontemporary.co

m

 1600 Liberty Street, Kansas

City MO

 by dailyinvention   

Bill Brady Gallery 

"Devoted Art"

Located in the Midtown neighborhood, Bill Brady Gallery is dedicated to

boost the art of Kansas City. The gallery showcases the artwork by many

New York, Los Angeles and international artists. Also, the gallery features

2,000-square-foot (185.81 square meter) exhibition space. The gallery is a

haven for art lovers and contemporary artists.

 +1 816 527 0090  www.billbradygallery.com/  1505 Genessee Street, Kansas City MO

 by User:Charvex   

The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 

"Renowned Art Museum"

This artistic wonderland is housed in a splendid neoclassical structure that

looks like it is a piece of work in itself. The collections of American and

European art contain masterpieces from the most prominent schools and

periods, from artists such as Homer, Caravaggio, Monet, Titian, Rodin,

Renoir and hundreds of others. Popular displays at the museum include

the Chinese Temple Room, a sealed Egyptian tomb and an outdoor

sculpture garden. A cafe and gift shop are also on-site. Admission is free.

 +1 816 751 1278  www.nelson-atkins.org  press@nelson-atkins.org  4525 Oak Street, Kansas

City MO
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